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The Curie-Weiss-Potts model, a model in statistical mechanics, is parametrized by the inverse temperature 
p and the external magnetic field h. This paper studies the asymptotic behavior of the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the parameter ,B when h =0 and the asymptotic behavior of the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the parameter h when 0 is known and the true value of h is 0. The limits of these maximum 
likelihood estimators reflect the phase transition in the model; i.e., different limits depending on whether 
p < /3,, /3 = p, or p > p,, where fi,t (0,~) is the critical inverse temperature of the model. 
AMS 1980 Subject Class$cations: 62F12, 60F05, 82A05. 
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1. Introduction 
A principle motivation for the problem of estimating parameters for Gibbs distribu- 
tions is applications in image processing. Some of the factors that complicate this 
problem are the effect of phase transitions, the complexity of the likelihood function, 
and the loss of information caused by the existence of unobserved variables and 
corrupted measurements (D. Geman, 1990). In view of the importance of the 
parameter estimation problem, it is worthwhile to carry it out for model systems in 
which some of these complicating factors are absent. Such analyses should give 
insight into the behavior of more realistic systems. 
One of the simplest statistical mechanical models that exhibit a phase transition 
is the Curie-Weiss model of ferromagnetism. Limit theorems for this model have 
been studied in great detail (see, for example, Ellis, 1985, and the references quoted 
therein, as well as DeConinck, 1987, and Papangelou, 1989, 1990). A recent paper 
by Comets and Gidas (1991) analyzed the behavior of maximum likelihood 
estimators for this model. The purpose of the present paper is to study the analogous 
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problem for a related but more complicated model known as the Curie-Weiss-Potts 
model. The analysis is much more involved than in the Curie-Weiss case since it 
must be done on [WY, where q E {3,4,. . .}, whereas in the Curie-Weiss case the 
analysis is done on R. In addition, the Curie-Weiss-Potts model has a different 
phase transition structure; namely, a first-order phase transition at the critical inverse 
temperature compared to a second-order phase transition in the Curie-Weiss model 
(see Introduction to Ellis and Wang, 1990). As a result, the asymptotic behavior of 
the maximum likelihood estimators for the Curie-Weiss-Potts model exhibits new 
phenomena that are absent in the Curie-Weiss case. 
The Curie-Weiss-Potts model is defined by a sequence of finite-volume Gibbs 
distributions. These are probability distributions of n spin random variables, n E N, 
which may occupy one of q 2 3 different states. The probability distributions depend 
upon n and q, upon a positive parameter /3 representing the inverse temperature, 
upon a real parameter J representing the interaction strength, and upon a real 
parameter h representing the external magnetic field. For J > 0, the Curie-Weiss- 
Potts model is presented in Section 1.C of Wu (1982) as a mean-field approximation 
to a fundamental model in statistical mechanics known as the nearest-neighbor 
ferromagnetic Potts model. The survey articles by Wu (1982,1984) indicate the 
versatility of the latter model. Pearce and Griffiths (1980) and Kesten and Schonmann 
(1990) discuss two ways in which the Curie-Weiss-Potts model for />O approxi- 
mates the nearest neighbor ferromagnetic Potts model. For J = 0, the Curie-Weiss- 
Potts model reduces to a finite product measure, with respect to which the spin 
random variables are i.i.d. For J < 0, the Curie-Weiss-Potts model is a mean-field 
approximation to the nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic Potts model. The latter 
model is discussed in Section V.E. of Wu (1982) and in Section IV of Wu (1984). 
Large deviation phenomena for the Curie-Weiss-Potts model are treated by Orey 
(1988). 
In the finite-volume Gibbs distributions for the Curie-Weiss-Potts model, the 
parameters J and h appear only in the combinations PJ and ph. In order to simplify 
the notation, we set / = 1, allow p to take all real values, and replace ph by h. The 
finite-volume Gibbs distributions will be denoted by {P,,a,,, n E N}. 
For p nonpositive or for p positive and small, the spin random variables are 
weakly dependent, while for p positive and large they are strongly dependent. This 
change in the dependence structure manifests itself in the phase transition for the 
model, which occurs for h = 0 as p passes through a critical inverse temperature 
p, E (0, CO). The phase transition is reflected probabilistically in law of large numbers 
type results. For h =O, three different types of limits are obtained depending on 
whether p < PC, p = PC or j3 > p,. These and related limit theorems were derived in 
Ellis and Wang (1990). 
In the present paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of the maximum likelihood 
,. A 
estimator P,, = p,,(w) of the parameter /3 when h = 0 and the asymptotic behavior 
of the maximum likelihood estimator iti = &,(w) of the parameter h when /3 is fixed 
and the true value of h is 0. We restrict our analysis to h = 0 since in this case we 
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have detailed information concerning the phase transition structure of the model. 
For h # 0 this information is at present lacking. The asymptotic behavior of & and 
of h:, when h = 0 depend strongly on whether p < PC, p = PC or /3 > PC. 
In order to ensure that j?,, exists, we must for each n and p restrict our attention 
to a certain subset A,, of configurations, concerning which we prove that 
lim,,, P,,O,O{A+J = 1. For w E -4,p, b,,(w) can be characterized as the unique 
solution of the corresponding maximum likelihood equation (2.13). We study the 
limiting conditional distribution of in conditioned on the event A,,, (Theorem 2.4). 
When h = 0 and the true value of /3 is less than PC, we find that for all LY E [w, 
lim P,,,,OCP^n s Q /A,,,)= P{(q-P)Y’xt-, G (P(Q)), (1.1) n-m 
where x:-i has a central chi-square distribution of degree q - 1 (0 < q - p for p < PC) 
and (p(a) is an explicitly determined function of cy (see (2.15)). In this case, p*,, is 
inconsistent. When h = 0 and the true value of p equals PC, we obtain conditional 
limits (see (2.16) and (2.17)). Although in this case p,, is again inconsistent, it is 
‘conditionally consistent’ as limit (2.17) shows. When h = 0 and the true value of p 
exceeds PC, we find that for all (Y E [w, 
lim P,,p,O{~(/% -P) s a jA,J = P{N, s a>, (1.2) n+m 
where Np has a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance defined explicitly in 
terms of the parameters of the model. In this case in is consistent. 
Another possibility would be to study the asymptotic behavior of $,, with /? 
restricted to positive values. In this case there exist subsets {A,, n = 1,2,. . .} such 
that for w E A, the maximum likelihood equation has a unique nonpositive solution, 
and so b,,(w) does not exist (see Remark 2.6). For 0</3 <PC, P,,p,o{&,} has a 
positive limit less than 1; when p > PC, P,,p,o{&} + 1. If /3 were restricted to positive 
values, then one must study the limiting conditional distribution of p,, conditioned 
on the event A,,. 
A similar nonexistence problem arises in the study of the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the parameter p in the Curie-Weiss model. This problem is not 
addressed in the paper of Comets and Gidas (1991), which treats the Curie-Weiss 
model with p restricted to values /3 > 0 and with h ranging over all real numbers. 
However, this problem may easily be taken care of in the manner outlined in the 
previous paragraph. This paper also studies the asymptotic behavior of the maximum 
likelihood estimator of h as well as a number of interesting related issues. Parameter 
estimation for other Gibbs distributions has been studied by many other people. In 
the references, a number of relevant papers are listed. 
We return to the present paper on the Curie-Weiss-Potts model. In order to 
ensure that the maximum likelihood estimator h^, exists, we must for each n and /? 
restrict attention to a certain subset Ai, of configurations, concerning which we 
prove that lim,,, P,,,,,{&} = 1. For w E Ai,, i,,(w) can be characterized as the 
unique solution of the corresponding maximum likelihood equation (2.26). We 
study the limiting conditional distribution of h:, conditioned on the event A,,. As 
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stated in Theorem 2.7, the limits are given in terms of normal random variables 
with variances defined explicitly in terms of the parameters of the model. 
In the course of this research, we also considered the problem of simultaneously 
estimating more than one parameter in the Curie-Weiss-Potts model. This problem 
involves a number of difficulties that are described in Remark 2.8. 
In Section 2 of this paper, the Curie-Weiss-Potts model is defined and the limit 
theorems for p^n and for 6, are stated. They include the limits (1.1) and (1.2). Section 
3 derives results needed in the proofs of the limit theorems. The limit theorems are 
proved in Sections 4 and 5. Appendix A contains the details of a number of 
calculations that are needed in the proofs. In Appendix B we show that the global 
maximum points of the function-call it (Y p,,l - appearing in the Gibbs variational 
formula for the Curie-Weiss-Potts model coincide with the global minimum points 
of a function related to a@,/, by convex duality. When h = 0, the latter function 
equals the function G, defined in equation (2.4) below. The limit theorems derived 
in our first paper Ellis and Wang (1990) and in the present paper depend crucially 
upon the behavior of G, near its global minimum points. 
2. Preliminaties and main theorems 
After defining the Curie-Weiss-Potts model, we state in Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 
2.3 some basic facts needed for the analysis of the maximum likelihood estimators 
fin and &. Theorem 2.4 gives the limits for p^,, and Theorem 2.7 the limits for &,. 
Let 9 2 3 and (T 2 1 be fixed integers and { 8’, i = 1,2, . . . , 9) 9 distinct vectors in 
iw”. 2 denotes the set {e’, @, . . , eq} and R,, n EN, denotes the set of sequences 
{w: o=(w,,w2 )...) w,,), each w, E I}. For w E a,,, we consider the empirical vector 
L,(w) = (&J(W), &2(W), . . . > L,,(w)), 
where 
for i = 1,2,. . , q and 6(., .) denotes the Kronecker delta function. L,(w) takes 
values in the set of probability vectors 
1 
Y 
A= VE[W~: v=(v,,+ ,..., v,),each v,aO, C vi=1 
,=I I 
. (2.1) 
Thus, for each w E R,, (L,(w), L,(w)) is in the interval [9-l, l] and L,,i(w) is in 
the interval [0, 11. 
The Curie-Weiss-Potts model is defined by the sequence of probability measures 
on a,, nEN, 
P,,,,t,(dw) =z (; h) exp[-fL,B,h(~)l I!I ddw,). 
n 9 j=l 
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In this formula, p and h are real parameters, 
ffn,p,t,(~) = -~(LW, L(w))- nhL,,,(w) 
=-& ,c 6(Wi, @j)Fh i 6(w,~ e’)~ (2.2) 
L, 1 i=l 
(e, .) denotes the inner product on [WY, p(dw,) is the probability measure 
q-’ I:=, &(dw,) on 1, and Z,,(p, h) is the normalization 
Z(P, h) = J exp[-K,p,dw)l I? p(dwj). (2.3) f),, ;=I 
The choices q = 2, u = 1, 8’ = 1, o2 = -1 yield a model that is equivalent to the 
Curie-Weiss model. 
The asymptotic behavior of the maximum likelihood estimators studied in this 
paper depends on limit theorems for the random variables (L,, L,) and L,,, , which 
in turn depend on limit theorems for L,. For p > 0 and u E I?‘, define the function 
Gp(u)=$(u,u)-log (2.4) 
For p > 0, the asymptotics of L, are determined by the behavior of this function 
near its global minimum points. These points are identified in Theorem 2.1, which 
was proved in Ellis and Wang (1990). 
We denote by 4(s) the function mapping s E [0, l] into Ry defined by 
&s)=(q_‘[l+(q-l)s],q-‘(l-s),...,q_’(1-s)); 
the last (q - 1) components all equal q-‘( l-s). 
(2.5) 
Theorem 2.1. Let PC = 2[(q - l)/(q -2)] log(q - 1); since q 2 3, we have /3, < q. For 
/3 > 0 let s(p) be the largest solution of the equation 
1 - exp(-ps) 
‘=l+(q-l)exp(-ps)’ 
(2.6) 
Let KP denote the set of all global minimum points of the symmetric function GP(u), 
u E W. Then the following conclusions hold. 
(a) The quantity s(p) is well-defined. It is positive, strictly increasing, and 
diflerentiable in p on an open interval containing [PC, CO); s(/?J = (q -2)/(q - 1); and 
lim r(i+‘x s(P) = 1. 
(b) Define Y”= 4(O) = (q-‘, qP’, . . . , 9-l). For p 2 PC define u’(P) = c$(s(/~)) and 
let v’(/3), i = 2,. . , q, denote the points in Rq obtained by interchanging thejrst and 
the ith coordinates of v’(p). Then 
{ 4 for O<P<P,, 
KP= {Y’, 
( 
v’(PJ, i = 1,. . . , s> for P = PC, (2.7) 
{v’(P), i = 1,. ‘, 41 forP>k. 
For l3 2 PC, the points in KP are all distinct. 0 
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Notation 2.2. For p > PC, we write a(p) for the positive first component of v’(p) 
and b(P) for the remaining equal positive components of v’(p). Thus 
l>a(P)=q-‘[l+(q-l)s(P)]>q~‘> b(P)=q-‘(1 -s(B))>O. (2.8) 
The next proposition states a useful fact concerning the Hessian matrix of GP( u). 
It is proved in Proposition 2.2 of Ellis and Wang (1990). 
Proposition 2.3. For p > 0 and u E IX4 we denote by D’G,( u) the Hessian matrix 
{a’G&)/aq au, ; i,j = 1,2,. . ,q}. Then for each /3>0 and VE K,, D2Gp(v) is 
positive dejnite and thus invertible. 0 
We now introduce the first maximum likelihood estimator to be studied in this 
paper. 
Maximum likelihood estimator for /3 when h = 0 
The first case we consider is to estimate /? if w, , w2,. . . , w, are observed and h = 0. 
Since the family { P,,a,o, p E R} is an exponential family of full rank, the statistic 
(L,, L,) is a complete and sufficient statistic for p. We consider the maximum 
likelihood estimator based on this statistic. 
We define the log-likelihood function 
z’,“(P, w) = -Hn,p,o(w) -log &(P, 0) 
=&@(L,(w), L,(w))-log Z,(P, 0). (2.9) 
For WE&, the maximum likelihood estimator p,, = j?,,(o) of the parameter P 
satisfies 
J@“&(W), w) =sup 6p(‘)(P, w). n n 
6tR 
(2.10) 
Since the function /3 H _Ye’,“(p, w) is strictly concave on IR, b,,(w) may be character- 
ized as the unique solution, if it exists, of the maximum likelihood equation 
aZ(nl)(P, w)l@ = 0 or u,(P) = (L,(w), L,(w)), (2.11) 
where 
u,(P) = CL, L) dP,,,,o. (2.12) 
Let P,, denote the product measure ny=, P(dwj). The convex hull of the supprt 
of the P,,-distribution of (L,, L,) equals the closed interval [c,, 11, where 
c, = min{(L,(w), L,(w)): w E 0,). 
Clearly q -Is c, s 1 and lim,,, c, = 4-l (see (4.1)). We denote the open interval 
(c,, 1) by r, . (I) The function u,(p) is a strictly increasing function on R and its 
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range is the open interval r!,” = (c,, 1). The maximum likelihood estimator b,‘(w) 
exists if and only if (L,(w), L,(w)) E I”,” and then 
u&&J)) = (L(w), L(o)). (2.13) 
The next theorem, Theorem 2.4, studies the asymptotic behavior of 6,‘. This 
behavior depends on whether the true value of /3 is less than PC (part (b)), equals 
PC (part (c)) or exceeds PC (part (d)). In order to assure the existence of p*,,, we 
must in all three cases condition on the event {(L,, L,) E I’!,“}. According to part 
(a), the P,,p,,,-probability that p^,, exists converges to 1 as n + cc. When p = PC, there 
are two limiting asymptotic behaviors depending on whether we also condition on 
the event {(L,, L,)E[~-‘, qp’+6]} or on the event {(L,, L,)E [q-‘+t, l]}. Here 6 
is any positive number such that q-’ +s <(u’(P), u’(P)). Since (u’(P), u’(P))> q-‘, 
such numbers 6 exist. 
Theorem 2.4. (a) For all /? real and h = 0, 
lim P,,,,,{p^, exists} = lim P,,,,O{( L,‘, L,) E rl:‘} = 1. 
n+cO n+m 
(b) When the true value of p is less than PC and h = 0, we have for all a E Iw the limit 
lim PI,.P.O{bn -Iwn, L)EcY= mrP)-‘X:-‘-P(41, (2.14) n-u) 
where xi_, has a central chi-square distribution of degree q - 1 and 
1 (q-l)(q-a)-’ fora<&, (P(a)= +co for ff apC. (2.15) 
(c) When the true value of /3 equals PC and h = 0, we have, for any 6 > 0 such that 
q-’ + 6 < (v’@J, v’@J), the limits 
lim p,,p,,O{A s a I&, L)EZ(,l’n[qp’, K’+W n-cc 
=P{(q-Pc>~‘x~-‘~cp(c-u)} foraER (2.16) 
lim pn,p,,o wun-P,)GaI(Ln, Lkcwq-‘+~, 111 n-m 
0 for a S 0, 
= P(N(0, [a2(/3J-‘) S a} for a > 0. 
(2.17) 
In (2.16), ,Y:_, and (p(a) are defined in part (a). In (2.17), N(0, [a2(PC)]lP’) denotes 
a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance [02(pC)]-‘, where 
02(PJ = (u’(PJ. W*G&‘(Pc))l-’ - K’Uv’(PJ 
4PJWJ 
= l- qPca(Pc)Wc) 
(da%), dm- 1) ‘0. (2.18) 
The quantities a(/3J and b(j3,) are defined in Notation 2.2. 
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(d) When the true value of p exceeds /3, and h = 0, we have for all a E R the limit 
lim P,,p,O{JT;(k -PI< a I(L,, L,)E r’,“I n+m 
=P{N(O, [~‘(P)lr’) =z al, 
where CT’@) > 0 is dejined as in (2.18) with p replacing PC. 
(2.19) 
Remark 2.5. In Section 4, we prove that 
(2.20) 
This yields the first line of (2.17) since for any (Y c 0, 
Theorem 2.4 will be proved by using the maximum likelihood equation (2.13) to 
convert probabilities involving p*,, to probabilities involving (L,, 15,). Limit results 
for the latter statistic are presented in Section 3. The theorem is proved in Section 
4. Theorem 2.4(b) shows that for p <PC and h = 0, p^,, is inconsistent. This is plausible 
because of the maximum likelihood equation (2.13) and the P-independent limit 
(I!+, , L,) 3 q-’ with respect to P,,p,O (Theorem 3.3(a)). Although p^,, is also incon- 
sistent for j3 = p, and h = 0 (Theorem 2.4(c)), the limit (2.17) shows that & is 
,. 
‘conditionally consistent’ given (L,, 15,) E r’,” n [q-’ + 6, 11. For /3 > PC, Pn is con- 
sistent (Theorem 2.4(d)). 
Remark 2.6. We indicate how Theorem 2.4 must be modified if p were restricted 
to positive values. In this case the maximum likelihood estimator p,(w) exists if 
and only if 
=Y)(O, w)lM =MG(o), L,(w))- n,(O)) 
is positive and (L,(w), L,(w))< 1; i.e., if and only if (L,(o), L,(w)) lies in the open 
interval 
(2.21) 
According to Theorem 3.4, when p s PC, P,,P,,{(L,, L,) E B,} has a positive limit 
less than 1; when p > PC, P,,p,O{(L,, L,) E B,} + 1. In order to ensure iti exists, 
Theorem 2.4 must be modified by replacing the event {(I+,, L,) E r’,“} by the event 
{(L,, L,) E B,}. For analogous phenomena, see Examples 3.3.4 and 3.3.6 in the book 
by Bickel and Doksum (1977). 
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Maximum likelihood estimator for h 
The second case we consider is to estimate h if w, , w2, . . . , w, are observed and 
the true value of h equals 0. Since the family {P,,p,h, h real} is an exponential family 
of full rank, the statistic L,,, is a complete and sufficient statistic for h. We consider 
the maximum likelihood estimator based on this statistic. 
We define the log-likelihood function 
$?(P, h, w) = -%p,,>(w) -log G(P, h) 
=tnP(L,(w), L,(w))+nhL,,(w)-logZ,(P, h). (2.22) 
For o E C?,, the maximum likelihood estimator i,, = h^, (w) of the parameter h satisfies 
_Y$,?‘(p, I&N), w) =sup 244’,*‘(& h, w). (2.23) 
htR 
Since the function h H Te’,“(p, h, w) is strictly concave on R, $,(,(w) may be character- 
ized as the unique solution, if it exists, of the maximum likelihood equation 
&9’!?(/3, h, w)/ah =0 or v,,(p, h) = L,,(w), (2.24) 
where 
Q(P, h) = J Ln., dPn,p,h . 4, (2.25) 
Let P, denote the product measure fly=, p(dw,). The convex hull of the support 
of the P,-distribution of L,,, equals the closed interval [0, 11. We write r(*’ for the 
open interval (0, 1). For fixed p real, the function h H u,(& h) is a strictly increasing 
function on R and its range is the open interval r (*)= (0 1). The maximum likelihood 
estimator i,,(m) exists if and only if L,,, E T(‘) and th;n 
%(P, h^,(w)) = L,,,(w). (2.26) 
The next theorem, Theorem 2.7, studies the asymptotic behavior of k,, when the 
true value of h equals 0. The behavior depends on whether ,B is less than PC (part 
(b)), equals ,GC (part (c)) or exceeds p, (part (d)). In order to assure the existence 
of h^,, we must in all three cases condition on the event {L,,, E rC2)}. According to 
part (a) the p,,,,-P robability that L,, exists converges to 1 as n + 00. Theorem 2.7 
shows that for all values of /3, h^, is consistent. 
Theorem 2.7. (a) For all ,B real and h = 0, 
lim P,,p,O{I;n exists} = lim P,,p,O{L,,, E r(*‘} = 1. 
II-CC n+oc 
(b) When the true value of h equals 0 and p <PC, we have for all LY E R the limit 
lim Pn,p,O{fi h:, 
n-m 
~CYI~,,,Er(*)}=~{~(~,q(q-~)(q-l)~’)~~}. (2.27) 
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(c) Dejine 
K~ = [det D2GP,( v’)]-“~ > 0, K~ = [det D2GPC(u’(&))]-“2> 0, 
ho== Ko/(Ko+ qK,), A = K,/(Ko+ @I). 
When the true value of h equals 0 and /3 = PC, we have the discontinuous limit 
lim Pn,p,, o{& h:, s (Y 1 L,,, E P2’} 
n-m 




71(h) = (e’, ([D*G,‘(v'(P,))I-'-P,'~)~') 
= (4 - lb(PJWJ , o 
I- qPc4Pc)b(Pc) ’ 
(2.29) 
TV = (e’, ([D2G~c(~2@,))1~’ -K’%‘) 
b(PJ b2(PJ(1 -PdPJ> 
= 1 -PAPA-(1 -P,b(PJ)(1 -9Pca(Pc)b(Pc!)‘o’ (2.30) 
and e’ E [WY is the unit vector (e’), = 6(i, 1). The quantitites a(pJ and b(P,) are dejined 
in Notation 2.2. 
(d) When the true value of h equals 0 and p > PC, we have the discontinuous limit 
lim P,,a,o{~ I;, G LY 1 L,,, E P2~} n-a 
= (q-l)q~'N'J(O, [7dP)lm')~a> 
{ 
for ff CO, 
(q-l)q-‘+q-‘P{N(O,[T,@)]-‘)sa} fora>O, 
(2.31) 
where r1(/3) > 0 and TV > 0 are dejined as in (2.29) and (2.30) with p replacing 
P C. 0 
Theorem 2.7 may be proved by using the maximum likelihood equation (2.26) to 
convert probabilities involving &, to probabilities involving L,,,. Limit results for 
the latter statistic are presented in Section 3. Since the proof of Theorem 2.7 is 
completely analogous to that of Theorem 2.4, there is no need to give full details. 
In Section 5 a number of main points of the proof are discussed. 
The next remark briefly mentions two additional parameter estimation problems. 
Remark 2.8. We point out difficulties that arise in two simultaneous parameter 
estimation problems for the Curie-Weiss-Potts model. First, consider the simul- 
taneous estimation of the parameters (p, h) E lR*. The corresponding maximum 
likelihood estimator (p”,, LH) may be characterized as the unique solution of the 
maximum likelihood equations 
un(Pnb,, h”,(4) = cLl(w), L(w)), 
vn(Pn(4, h”,(4) = L,,(~), 
(2.32) 
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where u,(P, h) = J,,, l-L,, LJ dP,,,t, and GM, h) = I,,, -LA dPn,o,t,. The subset 6, E 
0, for which (2.32) has a unique solution is easily described. However, we are 
unable to prove that lim,,, cn,a,a{&,} = 1 for all real p. We would like to study the 
asymptotic behavior of (p,,, h,) by using the maximum likelihood equations (2.32) 
to convert the probabilities involving (p”,,, h”,) to probabilities involving 
((L,, L,), L,,). However, we are unable to carry out this conversion. 
Two real external fields h, and h, may be incorporated into the model by modifying 
the Hamiltonian (2.2) to 
H n,P,h,,hz(W) = -fnB(Lm(w), L,(w))- nh,L,,(w) - nhILnJ(W). 
We note the corresponding Gibbs distribution by P,,P,hl,h2. An interesting problem 
is the simultaneous estimation of the parameters (h, , h,) E R’. The corresponding 
maximum likelihood estimator (i,,, , i,,J may be characterized as the unique solution 
of the maximum likelihood equations 
wn,i(P2 h",,l(w)~ h",,2(w))= Ln,i(w), i=l~ 2~ (2.33) 
where W,i(P, h,, hz) = I,,, L,, dPn,o,h,.hz. Let & denote the subset of Q, for which 
(2.33) has a unique solution. It is not hard to prove that lim,,, P,,,,,,,{&} = 1. We 
would like to study the asymptotic behavior of (i,,, , gn,,) by using the maximum 
likelihood equations (2.33) to convert probabilities involving (h”,,, 6,J to prob- 
abilities involving (L,,, , L,,,). However, we are unable to carry out this conversion. 
We next present limit theorems for L,(w), (L,, L,), and L,,, , from which 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 will follow. 
3. Limit theorems for <L,, L,) and L,., 
Theorems 3.1-3.2 are limit theorems for L,. From these we derive limit theorems 
for (L,, L,) (Theorems 3.3-3.4) and for L,,, (Theorems 3.5-3.6). The latter will be 
applied in Sections 4 and 5 to deduce the asymptotic behavior of the maximum 
likelihood estimators p,, and h^,. 
Theorem 3.1 states a law of large number type result for the empirical vector L,. 
The notation 3 denotes weak limit. 
Theorem 3.1. (a) For p <PC and h = 0, 
P,,p,,{ L, E dx} + Q(dx) as n + ~0. 
(b) Dejine 
(3.1) 
~~ = [det D2Gp,( v~)]-“~ > 0, K, = [det D2Gp,( Y’(/~J)]-“~ > 0, 
Ao= ‘d(Ko+ PI), A = K,/(Ko+ qK,). 
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ThenforP=P,andh=O, 
(c) For p > p, and h = 0, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. This theorem was proved for p > 0 in Theorem 2.3 in Ellis and Wang (1990). 
For p = 0, the limit in (a) is just the law of large numbers for sums of i.i.d. random 
vectors since P,,,,, (dw) equals the product measure P,,(o)=n:=, p(dw;). For any 
real p and h, the P,,,,- distribution of L,, satisfies the large deviation principle with 
the rate function 
&,Jx) = 
1 
I(x)-#(x,x)-hx,-c(/?, h) if xe.&, 
+oo 
if x E lP\.ki!, 
where Z(x) =Cr=, x, log(qx,) and 
c(p, h)=inf{Z(x)-&(x,x)-hx,: XE~) 
(Theorems VIII.2.1 and 11.7.2 in Ellis, 1985). For /3 <O and h = 0, the limit in (a) 
follows from the fact that I&x) has a unique minimum point at x = v*. 0 
Given A a nonnegative semidefinite q x q matrix, we denote by N(0, A) a random 
vector whose distribution is the joint normal distribution on [WY with mean 0 and 
covariance matrix A. The next result states the central limit theorem for p < PC and 
a central limit type theorem with conditioning for /3 > PC. For part (a), recall that 
PC< q (Theorem 2.1). 
Theorem 3.2. (a) Let C denote the symmetric q x q matrix C,,j = (q6( i, j) - l)/q2 for 
1 c i, j s q. Then C2 = q-‘C and C is nonnegative semidejnite with rank q - 1. For 
/3~/3~ and h=O, 
P,,,,ob’%L, - u”) E dx] 
+P{N(O, q(q-P))‘C)Edx} as n+co. (3.4) 
(b) For f3 2 /!I=, h = 0, v E Ka, and any Bore1 set B c [WY such that v E int B and 
K,ncl(B)={v), 
P,,p,o{&( L, - V) E dx ( L E Bl 
*P{N(0,[D2G,(v)lP’-/3-‘I)Edx} as n-,a. (3.5) 
The limiting covariance matrix [D2G,( v)]~’ - P-‘I IS nonnegative semidefinite with 
rank q - 1. An explicit form for this matrix is given in Lemma A.2 for v = v” and in 
Lemma A.4 for v = v’(p), ig {1,2,. . . , q}. 
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Proof. (a) The statements about C will be proved in Lemma A.l(a). For 0 < p <PC 
and h = 0, the limit 
Z’n,p,o{J;;(Ln-vo)~d~}~ P{N(0,[D2G,(vo)]-‘-P-‘Z)E~X} (3.6) 
is proved in Theorem 2.4 in Ellis and Wang (1990). That [D2GP (u”)]~’ - /!-‘I equals 
q(q -/?)‘C will be proved in Lemma A.2. 
We now consider p s 0 and h = 0. Forf: W H R any bounded continuous function, 
r f(&(~% - v”)) exp[$(Jt;(L, - Y’), &i(L,, - v”))] dP,, 
J exp[$3(&(L, - Y’), A( L, - v”))] dP,, fl,, 
r f(x) exp[$(x, x)IPnIfi(L - v”) E dxl 
J f),, 
= t- 
J exp[$(x, x>lP,{&(L, - u”) E dxl f),, 
By the classical central limit theorem for sums of i.i.d. random vectors, 
P,,{fi(L,-~~)~dx} + P{N(O, e)Edx} as n+co, 
where C denotes the covariance matrix of the random vector 
(S(w,, @I, 6(@, , @I, . . ,6(w,, OY)). 
(3.7) 
An easy calculation shows that 6 equals C (Lemma A.l(b)). Since for p 60 the 
function x -f(x) exp[&?(x, x)] is bounded and continuous, it follows that 
f(x) ew[$(x, x)lf’{N(O, C) E dxl 
= 
r 
J w[$(x, x)lP{N(O, Cl E dxl WY 
According to Lemma A.l(c), the last ratio equals 
I f(x)P{N(O, dq -PI-‘Cl E dxl. Rq 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
This proves the limit in part (a) for p < 0. 
(b) The limit (3.5) follows from Theorem 2.5 in Ellis and Wang (1990) and from 
Theorem 3.1(b)-(c) above. The statements about [D’G,(v)]-‘-p-‘Z are proved 
at the end of Section 4 in Ellis and Wang (1990). 0 
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A direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following law of large numbers type 
theorem for (L,, L,). For parts (b) and (c), we note that for each i E {2,3,. . . , q}, 
(v’(P), v’(P)) =(v’(P), v’(P))> 4-l. 
Theorem 3.3. (a) For p < PC and h = 0, 
P,,p,O{(L,, L,) E dx} + a,-‘(dx) as n + ~0. (3.10) 
(b) Forp=pC and h=O, 
P n,~,,o{(L,, LJ E dx) * A,~,-‘(dx) + qh6,,1,,‘,,,1,,~~,(dx) (3.11) 
as n + 0;). The positive quantities A0 and A are de$ned in Theorem 3.1(b). 
(c) Forp>PC and h=O, 
P,,p,o{(L,, LJ E dx) * WCp’,u’(p’)(dx) as n + CQ 0 (3.12) 
The next theorem states central limit type results for (L,, L,). It will be proved 
as a consequence of Theorem 3.2. An interesting feature is the scaling by n for 
/3 < PC and h = 0 versus the scaling by &z for /3 > PC and h = 0. For /3 = PC and h = 0, 
the scaling depends on where (L,, L,) is conditioned to lie (compare (3.14) and 
(3.15)). Also note that the conditioning required in Theorem 3.2 for p > PC is absent 
from Theorem 3.4 for p > PC. The quantities a(P) and b(P) are defined in Notation 
2.2. 
Theorem 3.4. (a) For p <PC and h = 0, 
Pn,p,~{n((L,, LA-q-‘) E dx) * P{(q -W’x’,- EdxI (3.13) 
as n + ~0, where x’,-’ has a central chi-square distribution of degree q - 1. 
(b) Let m(&) = (v’(pJ, Y’(PJ). For @ = PC, h = 0, and any 6 > 0 such that q-l+ 
8 <(v’(P,), V’(PC)), 
P ..p,,o{n((L,, LA-q-‘)EdxI(L,, L,)E[~-‘-& q-‘+sl) 
~P{(q-/?,))‘~~_~Edx} as n+a; (3.14) 
P .,,&Jb;((L,, L,km(&))~dxI(L,, L,)E [m(PC)-6, m(PJ+~lI 
* P{ N(0, 4c2(/3,)) E dx} as n + CO, (3.15) 
where a2(PC) is defined in (2.18). 
(c) Let m(P) =(v’(p), v’(p)). For p > PC and h =O, 
P,,&fi((L,, LA- m(P)) E dx) * P{N(O, 4u2(P)) c dx) as n + a, 
(3.16) 
where o’(p) > 0 is defined as in (2.18) with p replacing PC, 
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Proof. (a) By Theorem 3.2(a), as n -+ CO, 
P,,p,dn((Lm L,)- q-‘) E dxl 
= P,,p,o{(&(Ln - v’), J;;(L,, - v”)> E dx) 
*P{(N(O, q(q-N’C), N(O, q(q-N’C))I. (3.17) 
We now find the distribution of (N(0, q(q -/3-‘C), N(0, q(q -p)-‘C)). Since 
(qC)‘= qC and C is of rank q - 1, 
T((N(O, q(q -P)_‘C), N(O, q(q -P)F’C))) 
= %((q - P)-“2qCN(0, I), (9 - P)Y”2qCN0, 0)) 
= T((q -P)Y(N(O, 0, qCN(0, 0)) 
= %(q -W/Y-l). (3.18) 
This completes the proof of part (a). 
(b) We first prove (3.14). Since 
I/L, - V0]12= (L, - VO, L, - v”) = (L,, L,) - q-‘, 
Theorem 3.2(b) and calculations as in (3.18) yield 
Lim P,,a, .. {n((L,,, LA-q-‘)Edx((L,, L,)E[q-‘-6 q-‘+W n+a 
= Cm n-r Pn,p,,o {(&I( L, - v’), Jt;( L, - Y”)) E dx ( 
(L, LMq+& s-‘+a 
= P{(N(O, dq -PJ-‘CL N(O, dq -PJ’0~ dx) 
=P{(q-~J’,&l~dx}. 
This is (3.14). 
(3.19) 
We now prove (3.15). Let {Q, i = 1,2, . . . , q} be a partition of the set 
D={xeFP: (X,X)E[rn(PJ-8, m(&)+6]} 
such that V’(P,)EintD, for i=1,2 ,..., q. The minimum point v” does not lie in 
D. We write 
R,a_o&‘%(L,, L,) - m(PJ) E dx 1 L E D> 
= 2, &3,,ow’2G(L - a‘)), G(L - ~‘Mk))) 
+2(J;;(L - v’(Pc)L vi&)) E dx 1 L E Dl 
P n,~c,~{L E Di) 
x Pn,p,,o{L E DI ’ 
(3.20) 
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where for y E Rq, h:(y) = n-“*(y, y)+2(y, v’(pJ). This function converges uniformly 
on compact subsets of Rq to the function h’(y) =2(y, v’(pJ). According to 
Theorem 3.1(b), 
lim 
P n,&,O{Ln E 01 1 
n+oc p n,p,,O{Ln E Dl= s 
for i = 1,2,. . . , q. Hence by Theorem 3.2(b) and by Theorem 5.5 in Billingsley 
(1968), as n + co, 
P .,a,,dJ;;((Lm LJ - m(Pc)) E dx 1 Ln E Dl 
* f .g p{h’(N(% @p,(v’(P,)))) E dxl 
I I 
= f ,$ P{N(O, 4(v’(PJ, @&‘(PJ)~‘(Pc))) E dx], 
I 1 
where @a,( v’(pJ) = [D2GP,( v’(pJ)]- -pC’Z. 
We claim that for i = 1,2, . . . , q, 
(v’(PJ, bi,~(v’(P,))v’(Pc))=(v’(Pc), @p,(t4PJ)~‘(PJ 
= a2(&) > 0. (3.21) 
The first equality holds by symmetry. The second equality is the definition of a2(Pc). 
The fact that a2(Pc)> 0 and the explicit formula for (r2(pC) given in (2.18) are 
proved in Lemma AS. 
(c) Let Ei = B( v’(p), E) for i = 1,2,. . . , q, where F > 0 is SO small that Ei n Ej = (3 
for i#j. Define E =W’\lJ~~, E,. Then 
R,,,,,{fi((L,, LJ- m(P)) E dx] 
= 5 Pn,,,“{fi((L,, L,)-~(P))E~~IL, ~Ei]xPn,,,o{L, E Ei] 
,=I 
+Pn,&%(Ln, Lkm(P))~dx(L, E E]x Pn,p,o{L, E E]. (3.22) 
For i E {1,2,. . . , q}, rewrite the factor in the ith term in the sum on the right side 
of (3.22) as 
pn,p,~{~((Ln,Ln)-m(P))~dx/L,~E,} 
= pn,p,“w”mL - v’(P)), &CL, - vi(P))> 
+2(fi(L, - V’(P))> V’(P)) E dx 1 L, E Et} 
=p,,p,o{h:,(JT;(L,,-v’(p)))~dxIL,~ E,), (3.23) 
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where for y E Rq, h:(y) = n-*‘*(y, y)+ 2(y, v’(p)). This function converges uniformly 
on compact subsets of Ry to the function h’(y) = 2(y, v’(p)). Hence by Theorem 
3.2(b) and by Theorem 5.5 in Billingsley (1968), as n + 00, 
R,p,o{fi((&, J%)- m(P)) E dx 1 L E Cl 
* P{h’(N(O, @&UN)) E dxl 
= P{2(N(O, @p(~‘(P))>, ~‘(P))E dxl, (3.24) 
where @,(v’(p)) = [D2GP(~‘(~))]~‘-~-‘l. Theorem 3.1(c) implies that as n +a, 
P,,,,,I{ L, E E} + 0 and P,,p,O{ L, E Et} + q-’ for i = 1,2, . . , q. We conclude from (3.23) 
that as n+co, 
R,,,,{fi((L,, L,)- m(P)) E dx) 
=; $ P{N(O, 4(v’(P), @p(v’(P))rO))) E dx1. 
I 1 
The fact that 
(3.25) 
(v’(P), ~13(v’(P)))~‘(P)>=(v’(P), @&4PW(PH 
=a’(p)>O (3.26) 
holds by symmetry and the definition of a’(P). The explicit formula for (T’(P) given 
by (2.18) with p replacing PC is derived in Lemma AS. The proof of the theorem 
is completed. q 
The next theorem states law of large numbers type results for L,,,, the first 
component of the empirical vector L,. The theorem is a direct consequence of 
Theorem 3.1. We recall from Theorem 2.1 and Notation 2.2 that for p 2 /3, and 
iE{2,...,qI, 
1 > (v’(p)), = a(P) > (Y’), = q-’ > (v’(p)), = b(p) > 0. 
Theorem 3.5. (a) For p <PC and h = 0, 
P,,p.o{L,,, E dx} + Q(dx) as n + ~0. (3.27) 
(b) Forj3=pc and h=O, 
P n,~,,o{L,, E dxl jho6,-l(dx)+h6,,,‘,(dx)+(q- lh%tp,dd~) (3.28) 
as n + 00. The positive quantities A0 and A are defined in Theorem 3.1(b). 
(c) Forp>pc and h=O, 
Pn,p,o{L,,, E dxl* q-‘&&W + (q - l)q~%~p,(W 
asn+co. 0 
(3.29) 
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The last theorem in this section states central limit type results for L,,, . The 
theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.1-3.2. The proof is omitted. 
The explicit formula for r,(P) and T*(P) in parts (b)-(c) and the positivity of these 
quantities are proved in Lemma A.6. 




(b) F0rp=/_3~, h=O, andany 0<8<min(a(/3J-q-‘,q-‘-b(/3,)), 
P .,p,.oW%L,, - q-‘) E dx 1 L,, E [q-’ - 6 4-l + Sl> 
~P{N(O,(q-l)[q(q-P,)l~‘)~dx} as n+m; 
Pn,p,,~~{~(L., -a(&)) E dxlL,, E [a(h) - 44PJ-t 811 
=$ P{N(O, I,) E dx) asn+a, 
where T,(PJ is dejined in (2.29). In addition 
P ..p,,ok’%L,, -b(k)) E dx 1 Lt., E [b(P,) - 6, b(PJ + 611 
* P{N(O, ~&J) E dx) asn+W, 




(c) For@>p=, h=O, and any O<s<a(p)-b(P), 
Pn,p,o{A(L,l - a(P)) E dx( L,, E [a(P) - 6, a(P)+ 611 
*{N(O, T,(p)) e dx} as n + co, 
where r,(p) > 0 is dejined as in (2.29) with /I replacing PC; 
Pn,p,~{fi(L,, -b(P)) E dx 1 L,, E [b(P) - 6 b(P)+ 611 
* P{N(O, ~#I) e dx) as n+co, 
where T*(P) > 0 is defined as in (2.30) with p replacing PC. 0 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.4, which gives the asymptotic behavior 
of the maximum likelihood estimator p,,. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4(a). The set .‘,‘I equals the open interval (c,, 1) where c, = 
min{(L,, ~5,): w E a,}. Let n = rq + s, where s E (0, 1, . . . , q - 1). Then 
(4.1) 
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For any F >O, c,sq-’ + K’s for all sufficiently large n. For p <PC and h = 0, 
Theorem 3.4 shows that 
lim SUP pn,p,o{(L,,L,)~c,}~~~~p,,,,{(L,, L)~qP’+&nm’l n-m 
= lim P 
n-oc .J3,,{n((L, L-qm’)~&I= P{(q-P)~‘X2y~1~~~. 
Since the latter probability tends to 0 as F+O, we see that 
P,,fi,lJ{(L,, L,)C cJ+O 
or that P,,,P,O{( L,, L,) E r!,“} -+ 1, as claimed. For p 2 PC and h = 0, one obtains the 
same conclusion from Theorem 3.4(b)-(c). This proves part (a). 0 
In order to prove parts (b)-(d) of Theorem 2.4, we need two lemmas. For /3 > 0 
and u E R9, define 








exp(-nGp(u)) du ’ 
UT?” 
where, as above, GP(p) =$(u, u)-log(Cy=, ,a”,). 
Lemma 4.1. (a) For all /3 > 0 and u E [WY, O<&(u) < 1. In addition 
fp(vo)=(v”, v(‘)=q-’ forp>O 
and 
fp(v’(~))=(v’(p),v’(p))>q~’ foriE{1,2,...,q} and/?zPc 







Proof. (a) The bounds on fP (u) are obvious as is (4.4). Display (4.5) will be proved 
in Lemma A.3(a). 




(J%, L,) exp[&(&, L)l . l!l p(dwj) 
j=l 
1 pn 9/2 =--- - 
0 I &(P, 0) 27F 
exp[%Wu, 41 
R” 
X (L, -L) exp[nP(L, u)l . I? p(dwj) du. 
,=I > 
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Writing Z,,(/3, p) for the integral over n,,, we find that 
The first (respectively, second) term on line two of this display arises from the n 
i = j terms (respectively, n2 - n i #j terms) on line one of the display. Thus 
u,(p)=---l- p” 
Y/2 
0 5 Zn(P, 0) 27r exp[ -$n(u, u)lL(B, u) du R” 
=1 L (“)““(k lRc, exp[-nGip(u)] du 
zI(P, 0) 9” 2Tr 
fp(u) exp[-nCp(u)l du . 
A similar calculation yields 
exp[-nGp(u)] du. 
Substituting this formula into the previous display completes the proof. q 
We also need the following fact, which follows from Lemmas 3.3-3.4 in Ellis and 
Wang (1990). 
Lemma 4.2. For any bounded continuous function f: R” -[W and any /3 > 0, 
lim exp(nG,) RCjf(u) exp(-nGD(u)) du 
n-a? I 
exp[-$(x, D2Gp(v)x)] dx, 
where G,=min{GP(u): UE~W~). 0 
We now turn to the proofs of Theorem 2.4(b)-(d). 
Proof of Theorem 2.4(b). We assume that the true value of p is less than PC. Since 
the function /3++u,(p) is strictly increasing and u,(~,(u))=(I~,(u), L,(w)) for 
w E Z’,“, we may write for any real LY, 
R,,Jk QI(L,, L,)EZ(,l)} 
= Pn,&n((L,, L,)-q~‘)~n(u,(a)-q~‘)I(L,, Z,)EZX)I. (4.7) 
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Since P n,p,O{(Ln, L,) E r’,“}+ 1, the probability on the right-hand side of (4.7) has 
the same limit as 
P,,,,,{n((L, L,>-s~‘)~n(Un((Y)-4-‘)}. 
Define for (Y E If& 
%(Q) = n(%(Q)-K’). 
According to Theorem 3.4(a), as n + co, 
P,,,,{n((L, L,)-q-‘)Edx}JP{(q-P)-‘x:~‘~dx}, 
and thus the corresponding distribution functions converge uniformly. We will prove 
that for each LY E R, cp(a) = lim,,, q,,(a) exists and is given by the formula in (2.15). 
Since for (Y <PC, cp(cw) is finite, it follows that for a <PC, 
P,$,“{~,~~l(L, L,)Er(,‘)}jP{(q-P)-‘X:~l~‘P(‘Y)}, 
as claimed in (2.14)-(2.15). Since for (Y z-PC (p(a) equals tco, it follows that for 
cuZfiC and any M>O, 
slim P 
n-s n,p,d~(Wn, L)- K’) s Ml = P{(q -P)Y’x:~’ =s Ml. 
Since the latter probability tends to 1 as M +a, we also verify (2.14)-(2.15) for 
aa =. P 
We now evaluate cp(~) =lim,,, p,,(a). 
Case 1. (Y s 0. Write P,,(dw) for the product measure ny=, P(dwj). For (Y = 0, 
G(O) = n(u,(O) -4-l) = (9 - l)q-’ = q(O), 
as claimed in (2.15). For CI (0, 
%(a) = n(%z(a) -9-l) 
n((-L, L)-(v”, v”)) exp[kr(L, WI dP, 
= I- 
i 
(J;;(L, - VO), vG( L, - YO)) exp[$a(fi(L, - v’), fi(L, - v”))] dP,, 
= fl,, 
I 
exp[fa(fi(L,* - v”), &(L, - v’))] dP,, 
a,, 
The central limit theorem for i.i.d. random vectors implies that 
P,{fi( L, - v’) E dx} + P{ N(0, C) E dx} 
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n -+cc since C equals the covariance matrix of the random vector 
WI 3 O’), . . . , S(a,, 0’)) (Lemma A.l(b)). Since for (Y <O the functions 
exp(&(x, x)) and (x, x) exp(&(x, x)) are bounded and continuous, 
I (x, 4 exp(&k x))P{N(O, C) E dxl 
(p(a)=&cp,(a)= EC 
I exp(&(x, x))P{N(O, C) E dx} R’ 
(4.8) 
In Lemma A.l(d), we prove that the last ratio equals (q- l)(q-a)-‘, as claimed 
in (2.15). 
Case 2. O< (Y <PC. By Lemma 4.1(b), 
cp,(cu)=n(u,(cr)-qm’)=l-A,(a)+n(A,(a)-q-l). (4.9) 
Since lim,,, A,,( a) =fa( v”) = q-’ (Lemma 4.2), it remains to study lim,,, 
n(A,(a) - q-‘)- 
We have 
I K(u)-qpl) ev-nG,(u)l du 
n(A,(a)-q-')=n “’ 
I exp[-nGi,(u)] du LX” 
=*I 
K(u)- 4-l) exp[-n(G,(u) - G,(vO))l du 
R’ 
5 
ev[-n(G,(u)- G,(v”))l du 
R’ 
Note that V f, (v”) = 0 and V G, (v”) = 0. A routine error analysis (which we omit) 
shows that for the purpose of calculating the n + ~0 limit of the ratio in the last 
display, both fa( u) and G,(u) may be replaced by their respective second-order 
Taylor expansions around the global minimum point v”. Thus 
I $(u, D2fa(vo)u) exp[-$n(u, D”G,(v’)u)] du 
= lim n wq 
n+cC 
I 
Iw‘~ exp[-{n(u, D2Ga(~‘)u)] du 
4(x, Dzfa( v”)x) exp[-4(x, D’G,( v”)x)] dx 
z 
exp[-$(x, D2Ga(vo)x)] dx 
(4.10) 
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In Lemma A.3(b) we prove that last ratio equals I(a) = a(q - l)[q(q -a)lp’. Hence 
from (4.9), 
as claimed in (2.15). 
Case 3. (Y = PC. According to Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.2, 
J .&,(u) exp[-nGp,(u)l du 
lim A,@,) = lim n’ 
n-m n+m J exp[-d+,(u)1 du iw” 





(4.11) ev[ -h ~‘Gp,(~‘Wb)l dx r=” 
where v”(pC) = v”. According to Lemma 4.1(a), this convex combination of 
fP,( vi@=)) = (v’@J, v’(pJ), i E (0, 1,. . . , q}. exceeds q-‘. Thus lim,,, A,@,) > q-’ 
and 
as claimed in (2.15). 
Case 4. a>p,. For each n, u,(p) is an increasing function of /3, and so 
cp,,( a) = n( u,(a) - q-‘) is an increasing function of (Y. Thus for LY > p,, 
i.e., (p(a) = +a, as claimed in (2.15). This completes the proof of part (b). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.4(c). By part (a), for any real LY, 
lim p,,p,,O& ~(YI(L,,L,)Er~)n[q-‘,q-‘+6]} 
n-cc 
= lim Pn,pc,o{n((L, ) - 4-‘1 s 
n-m 
cpn(~)lG, L)Erq-'-4q-'+~ll 
where (P,, (a) = n( u,(a) -4-l). According to Theorem 3.4(b), as n + co, 
P n,pc,d~((L, LJ-q~‘)~dx~(L, W~[q-‘-4 q-‘+W 
*P{(q -PJ’xi-’ E dx), 
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and thus the corresponding distribution functions converge uniformly. In the proof 
of part (b), we showed that lim,,, (Pi (a) exists and equals the quantity cp( a) defined 
in (2.15). The limit (2.16) now follows. 
We now prove the limit in (2.17) for (Y G 0. As noted in Remark 2.5, it suffices to 
prove that 
lim pn,pC,O {P*n~PcI(Ln,Ln)~rl:‘n[q-‘+s,l]}=o. n-CC 
(4.12) 




formulae (4.6), (4.11), and (4.4)-(4.5) imply that lim,,, u,(pJ exists and 
& U,(PC) < m(K). 
weak limit of the distributions of (L,, L,) given in (3.11) implies that 
P n,p,,O{(L, L,)~dxi(L, L)E r’,l’n[q-‘+k 11)* L,pcddx). 
limit (4.12) now follows from the last three displays. 
We now prove the limit (2.17) for (Y > 0. Let m(pC) = ( v’(pC), v’(pJ). By part (a) 
and Theorem 3.3(b), 
lim pn,p,,O {Jt;(p,-p,)~(yI(L,,L,)Er”‘n[q-‘+6,1]} n-r= 
where 
(L,, L,) E [m(PJ - 6, m(PJ+ Sl>, (4.13) 
$?I(&, a) =fi(u,(PC+~/~) - m(pC)). 
According to Theorem 3.4(b), as n -+ ~0, 
P n,pc,o~~(L, L-M%))~dxlL, Lt)~[m(Pc)-& m(Pc)+SII 
* PINtO, 4a’(P,)) E dx1, 
where (T*(PJ is defined in (2.18). We will prove that for cy > 0, 
‘HI%, a) = & ‘&I(&, a) = d(P&, 
where 
(4.14) 
d(P,) =(v’(Pc), [D*G,‘(v’(Pc))l~‘Vfp,(~‘(Pc))). (4.15) 
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In Lemma A.7 we prove that d(P,) = 2a2(Pc). It follows that the limit in (4.13) equals 
P{N(O, 4~*(&)) s 2a’(&)a} = P{N(O, [a2(Pc)lP’s LY> 
for (Y > 0. This gives (2.17). 
We now prove (4.14)-(4.15). According to Lemma 4.1(b), 
~,(P~+a/~)=A,(p,+a/~)+O(l/n) as n-+a, (4.16) 
where 
A,(&+ a/v’%) = 
I 






Change variables x = (1 + CX/@~~)) n u in (4.17) and multiply both numerator and 
denominator by the constant exp( nGPc), where GP, = min{ GP,( u): u E (WY}. We obtain 
A,(&+ alJ4;) 
Take F so small that &nB,=@ for O<i#jcq, where &=B(~“,F) and Bi= 
B(v’(P~), E) for ig {1,2,. . . , q}. In (4.18), we replace each integral over Rq by the 
sum of integrals over {Bi, i = 0, 1, . . , q} plus the integral over [w’\U~=, Bi. Follow- 
ing the proof of Lemma 3.3 in Ellis and Wang (1990), one easily shows that exp( rrGO,) 
time the integral over R”\U~~‘,, Bi equals O(e-“” ) for some y > 0, uniformly over 
cy E R. Thus 
In each of the integrals in (4.19), we change variables from x E B, to u =&(x - v’) E 
B(O,&e), where for i~{1,2 ,..., q} we write v’ for v’(pJ. For UE B(O,&&), 
define 
~~(~)=n(G~,(u’+u/~)--~~-_~(u/J;;, 
Since G@,(v’) = GP, and VG,~(v’) = 0, we have for 
l~~(~)l=~(~ll~l~l13)=~(~lI~I/2). 
D2Gp,( v’)u/&i)). 
u E B(0, &F) that 
(4.20) 
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Define for i E { 1,2,. . , q}, 
Z&u, a)=exp -i<u, D2Gp,(u’)u)-t,,(u)+ 
[ 
(y 
1+ a,(&&) (Vi, u, I 
xexp 2J;;(1+ :,(&&)) 
(u, u)] . 
Since DzGPL( v’) is positive definite, there exists D < ~0, N < ~0, and r > 0 such that 
for all u and all n 2 N, 
Zn,;(u, LY)C D. exp[-$r(u, u)]. 




We are now ready to determine for cr > 0 the limit 
UC, a) = ,1;m k(P,, a) = hrm &(u,(P,+ Q/A) - m(k)). 
Accoring to (4.6), 
(4.23) 
The quantity A,(p,+a/&)-m(PJ is g’ tven by an expression as in (4.22) with 
fP,( v’+ u/A) replaced by fO,( V’ + U/Q’%) - m(pJ. Multiply both numerator and 
denominator of this expression by 
[ 
(Y&i 
exp -2(l+ a!/(pCJ;;)) (V ’ ’ v’) I . 
Since for each i E 12,. . . , q}, (v’, vi) = (v’, v’) > (v’, v”) = qp’, the resulting 
expression may be written as 
An PC+% -m(k) ( > 
for some y, > 0 and all sufficiently large n. The formula 
fp,(v’+ u/G)- m(&) =&(v’+ n/A) -_&(v’) 
‘(U/v% Yf&0+o(l/n) 
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is valid for all u satisfying 1)~ 1) C&E. We substitute this into (4.24) and use (4.21) 
and the dominated convergence theorem to calculate & times the limit n + cc of 
the resulting ratio. Since for each i E {1,2, . . , q}, u E W, and CY E R, 
it follows that for all (Y > 0, 
I 




exp[-$(u, D2GPC(v’)~)+t(y(v’, u)] du 
R” 
The last step uses the fact that both fP,( U) and Gp,( u) are symmetric functions of 
u and the components of Y*, y3,. . . , vq are permutations of the components of Y’. 
Since D2GP,(~‘) is symmetric and positive definite, there exists a symmetric, 
positive definite matrix r such that r = m. In the last term in (4.25), we 
change variables from u to x = TU - cuT-‘v’ and obtain, after cancellation of the 
constant terms exp[icu2(r-‘v’, r-‘v’)], 
((x, r-‘Vfp,( v’)) + cu( Y’, r-‘r-‘Vfp,( v’))) exp[ -${x, x)] dx 
(cI(PC, a) = I- 
J exp[ - 4(x, x)] dx KC 
Since the function x ++(x, r-‘Vfp,( v’)) is odd and r-‘r-’ = [D*G& VI)]-‘, it follows 
that for cy > 0, 
(L(&, a) = a(v’(&), CD*G,~(v’(P,))l-‘Vfp,(v’(Pc))), (4.26) 
as claimed in (4.14)-(4.15). This completes the proof of part (c). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.4(d). For /3 > p, define 
d(P) =(v’(P), [~‘Gp,(~‘(P))l~‘Vfp(~‘(P))). (4.27) 
Because of Theorem 3.4(c), it suffices to prove that for /3 > PC and (Y real 
9(B,~)‘~~~~(u,(p+alJ;;)-m(P)) 
=!~~J;;(A,(p+culJi;)-m(P)) (4.28) 
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equals d(P)cy and that d(P) equals 21?(p). The quantity A,(P+a/&) is given 
by an expression as in (4.22) with the summands corresponding to i = 0 absent. 
Because these terms are absent, we may show that +(/3, cz) equals d(/?)a for all 
real (Y by following the steps in the proof of (2.17) in Theorem 2.4(c). That d(P) 
equals 2a2(P) is proved in Lemma A.7. The proof of Theorem 2.4 is now com- 
plete. 0 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.7, the asymptotic behavior of the 
maximum likelihood estimator A,,. 
5. Comments on the Proof of Theorem 2.7 
Part (a) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6. The proofs of parts (b)-(d) 
are analogous to the proofs of Theorem 2.4(b)-(d). Hence we only mention a number 
of main points. 
In all cases the maximum likelihood equation v,,(p, i,,(w)) = L,,(w) and the fact 
that the function h ++ v,,@, h) is strictly increasing allow us to write 
{J;;fi, C CX} n {L,,, E r(2)} 
={J;;(L,,, - Y) sfi(n,(P, a/J;;) - y)] n {L,, E rC2)]. 
We choose y so that the law of &( L,,, - y), appropriately conditioned when p 3 PC, 
has a limit in distribution. By part (a) and Theorems 3.5-3.6, the proof reduces to 
evaluating the following limits: 
f,(P,(y)=~i_m~(o,(P,rulJ;;)-q~‘) for PsPC, (5.1) 
6(8,r~)=~~~~(~~(P,al~)-a(P)) forps&, (5.2) 
5J(P,o)=!i_~~(u,,(P.alJ;;)-b(P)) forpa&. (5.3) 
In order to carry this out, we make use of the following formula for u,(& h) for 
/3 > 0 and h real: 
u,(P, h) = -h+ 
I 





exp[-nGp(u)+ nhu,] du 
R” 
This formula is proved from the definition v,(/3, h) = j,,, L,,, dP,,p,h by means of a 
Gaussian transformation as in the proof of Lemma 4.1(b). 
For p s 0 the limit [,(p, (Y) is evaluated by rewriting the ratio in (5.4) as a ratio 
of integrals, with respect to product measure, of bounded continuous functions of 
&(L, - v’), and then by applying the central limit theorem for sums of i.i.d. random 
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vectors. The limits [,(p, a) for O<p <PC and &(P, (Y) and &(p, cy) for P 3 PC are 
evaluated using (5.4) and Lemmas 3.3-3.4 in Ellis and Wang (1990). The results 
are given in the next proposition. The explicit formulae for r,(P) and ~&3) given 
in Theorem 2.7(c)-(d) and the positivity of these quantities are proved in Lemma A.6. 
Proposition 5.1. (a) For /I < PC, 
5,(P,cu)=(q-l)a[q(q-P)]-’ _hraER. 
(b) For/3=Pc anda<O, 
51(Pc, a) = -03, !$*(Pc, a) = -007 &(I%, a) = 72(Pc)Q. 
Forp=p= anda>O, 
&(Pc, a) = +a, &(Pc, a) = ~I(&)% 53(Pc, a) = +a. 
(c) Forp>pc and Ly<O, 
50, a) = --OO and &(A a) = 7APb. 
Forp>p= andcz>O, 
50, a) = T*(P)Q! and &(p, a) = +a. 0 
This completes our comments on the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
Appendix A. Calculations 
In this appendix we collect a number of calculations that are needed in the main 
body of the paper. Part (a) of the first lemma is Theorem 3.2(a). Parts (b) and (c) 
are needed in the proof of Theorem 3.2(a) (see (3.7) and (3.8)-(3.9)). Part (d) is 
needed in the proof of Theorem 2.4(b) (see (4.8)). 
Lemma A.l. Let C denote the symmetric q x q matrix Cl,j = (qS( i, j) - 1)/q* for i, j = 
1,2,. . .) q. The following conclusions hold. 
(a) C’= q-‘C and C is nonnegative semidejinite with rank q = 1. 
(b) C equals the covariance matrix of the random vector 
(S(@,, e’1, S(w, e’1,. . . , S(w,, eq)) 
with respect to p. 
(c) For any p G 0 and bounded continuous function f: Rq -I&!, 
f(x) exp[fP(x, x)lP{WO, C> E dx) 
I 




Wyf (x)P{N(O, q(q-P)-‘0 E dx). (A.11 
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(x, x) exp[&, x)lP{N(O, ‘3 E dx) 4 _ 1 
=- 
exp[&(x,x)]P{N(O, C)~dx} q-‘y 
(A.21 
Proof. (a) Let U, denote the q x q matrix with all entries 1 and uq the q-vector 
with all components 1. Then 
C is nonnegative semidefinite since for any x~i?P, 
(Cx, x) = q( c2x, x) = q( cx, Cx) 3 0. 
Cx = 0 if and only if x = q-l U,x = q-‘(Cy=, xi)u, ; i.e., if and only if x is a multiple 
of u,. Thus C has rank q-l. 
(b) This is obvious since 
S(W, 9 B’)p(dw,)=q-’ for lsisq, 
J S(@, ~‘)~(~I > B’)p(dw,)=O for l~:i#jGq. -r 
(c) For any E > 0, C + FZ is positive definite. Hence 
J f(x) ew[&x, x)lP{N(O, Cl E dxl RV 
= lim 
e-o+ 
f(x) exp[$P(x, x)lfYN(O, C + ~1) Edx) 
= lim E_0+& RrIf(x) exp[-l(x, ([C-t &W’-PO41 dx J 
= lim S+O+z ~~~f(x)~{~(o,([c+~Z]~‘-~Z)-‘)~dx}, J 
where T(E) = (2n)“‘*(det(C + &I))“*, S(E) = (2n)““(det([ C + &I]-’ - pZ))-“‘. 
Using C2 = q-’ C, we calculate 
([C+EZ]-~-~z)~‘=(C+~z)(z-~(C+&Z))-’ 
=(c+Ez)((~-~E)~-~c)-l 
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It follows that 
f(x) exp[$(x, x)lf’{N(O, C) E dx1 
=(det(I-@C)))“’ 
I 
nqf(x)PW(O, q(q-P)-‘C) E dx). 
A similar calculation shows that 
5 
exp[$(x, x)]P{ N(0, C) E dx} = (det( I -PC))-“‘. 
n” 
Formula (A.l) is a consequence of the last two displays. 
(d) By part (c), the ratio in (A.2) equals 
The next lemma is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Lemma A.2. For any /3 E (0, PC], 
(D2Gp(vo))-‘-p-‘I=q(q-/3-‘C. (A.3) 
Proof. Computing the second-order derivatives of Gp at Y’, we see that D2Gp( v”) = 
/3Z - p*C. One verifies that 
(D’G,(v’))-‘=p-‘I+q(q-p)p’C 
using the fact that C2 = qplC. This gives (A.3). q 
The next lemma involves the function &(u) defined in (4.2). Part (a) gives 
(4.4)-(4.5) in Lemma 4.1(a), while part (b) is needed in the proof of Theorem 2.4(b) 
(see (4.10)). 
Lemma A.3. (a) For ,E? 2 PC and i E { 1,2, . . . , q}, 
fab4P))=(f4P), ~i(P)>>q~‘=(~o, vO>=fp(vO). 
(b) For O<(Y<~,, 
I g<x, D2fa (v”)x) exp[-4(x, D2G, ( v”)x)] dx Iw* = a(q-1) 
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Proof. (a) Write v for v’(p), i E {1,2,. . . , q}. Since VG,( IJ) = 0, it follows that for 
each component vj, j E { 1,2, . . . , q}, 
Hence 
Since v’(P) # v” and v’(p) is a probability vector, 
Sp(v’(P)) =(v’(P), v’(P)>> 9-I =(yO, vO) =f&O). 
(b) Calculating the second-order derivatives of fa at I/“, we see that D*f=( v”) = 
2a’qP’C, where C is the matrix in Lemma A.l. According to Lemma A.2, A e 




(x, WP{N(O, A) E dxl q 
=a*(q-l)q-*(A,,-A,J=a(q-l)[q(q-a)]-’. 0 
Our last few lemmas concern the limiting covariance matrix (D*G,( v’(p))))’ - 
P-II, iE{1,2 ,..., q}, appearing in Theorem 3.2(b) and other results. We first give 
the explicit form of this matrix. 
Lemma A.4. Let U,_, denote the (q - 1) x (q - 1) matrix with all entries 1, I.+’ the 
row vector in RF with all entries 1, and u:_, the transpose of uy_, . Then for /3 3 PC, 
(A.61 
where a&a(P), bfb(P), and B,_, is the (q- l)x(q-1) matrix with constant 
diagonal entries 1 + /3( b2 - b) and constant off-diagonal entries pb2. In addition, 
(D*G,( v’(P)))-’ -P-‘I 
/ (q-l)ab 1 -ab 1, \ 
I 1 - qpab 1- qPab u4-’ zz -ab I,’ . b b2(1 -pa) (A.7) - 
-N’ l-(l-pb)(l-qpnb) Uqp’ \l-q@b -qP’ I l- 
For i E {2,3, . . . , q}, the matrices D*G,( Y;(P)) and (D*G,( v’(p)))-’ -p-II are 
obtained from the matrices D’G,( v’(p)) and (D’G,( v’(p)))- -p-‘Z respective/y 
by interchanging the jirst and ith rows and the$rst and ith columns. 
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Proof. Formula (A.6) is found by computing the second-order derivatives of Gp at 
v’(p). Formula (A.7) may be verified from (A.6) by direct computation. The last 
assertion in the lemma follows from the fact that V’(P) is obtained from v’(p) by 
interchanging the first and ith coordinates. 0 
The next lemma is needed for Theorem 2.4(c)-(d) and Theorem 3.4(b)-(c) (see 
(3.21) and (3.26)). 
Lemma AS. For /3 2 PC, 
u’(P)~(~‘(P), ([D’G,(v’(P))I-‘-P~‘~)~‘(P)) 
Q(P)W) 
= I- qP4Puo) 
(s(v’(PL zJ’(P))-I)>0. (A.81 
Proof. Since V’(P) = (a(p), b(p), . . , b(P)), the explicit formula for o’(p) given 
in the second line of (AX) follows from (A.7). The quantity (T’(P) is positive because 
a(P), b(P), &v’(P), v’(P))- 1, and 1 -@(P)b(P) are all positive. For the latter, 
see case (ii) in the proof of Proposition 2.2 in Ellis and Wang (1990). 0 
The next lemma is needed for Theorem 2.7(c)-(d) and Theorem 3.6(b)-(c). 
Lemma A.6. We denote by e’ E Ry the unit vector (e’), = 6(i, 1). Then for j3 2 PC, 
Tl(P)+(e’, ([D2G,(~‘(/3))]-‘-P~~‘I)e’) 
=WbW(P)>O 
1 -qPa(P)b(P) ’ 
b(P) b’(P)(l -Pa(P)) 
= 1 -Pb(P)-(1 -pb(P))(l-q~u(P)b(P))>” 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 
Proof. The quantitites 7,(p) and r2(/3) are given respectively by the 1, 1 and the 2, 
2 entry of (D’G,(v’(p)))-‘-p-‘I. Use (A.7) to obtain the explicit formulae in 
(A.9)-(A.lO). The quantity T,(P) is positive since u(p), b(P) and 1 -q@(P)b(p) 
are all positive. For the latter, see case (ii) in the proof of Proposition 2.2 in Ellis 
and Wang (1990). The positivity of r2(p) will follow once we show 
D’G,(v’(p))e’ # /3e’. 
If the latter were false, then p +p’(b’(p) - b(P)) = /3. But this is impossible since 
0 < b’(p) < b(P) < 1. The contradiction completes the proof. 0 
The final lemma is needed in the proof of Theorem 2.4(c) (see (4.15) and the 
following line). 
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Lemma A.7. For p 2 PC, 
d(P)&(v’(P), (~‘G&‘(P)))-‘Vfp(v’(p))) 
equals 20-Q), where 
u’(P)+‘(P), ([o’Gp(v’(P))l-‘-p~‘r>v’(P)) 
a(P)b(P) 
= 1 -qPa(PP(P) 
(q( v’(p), u’(p)> - 1) > 0. 
(A.ll) 
(A.12) 
The function fp is dejined in (4.2). 
Proof. We write a G a@), bib(P), V* v’(p), and m(P) +(v’(p), v’(p)) = 
(u(p))2+(q - l)(b(P))2. Let F be the vector in R with ci = [(~‘(p))~]‘. Since a+ 
(q-l)b=l, 
Vfp(v)=2Pc--2pm(p)v=2pqubv-2/3ubu, 
where u E Rq is the vector with all components 1. Hence 





Inserting these into (A.13) yields 
d(P) = * _2;;ub [q(v, v>- 11 =2a2(P), 
as claimed. 0 
Appendix B. Gibbs variational formula, convex duality, and extremal points 
In Theorem B.l of this appendix, we show that for /I > 0 and h real the global 
maximum points of the function appearing in the Gibbs variational formula for the 
Curie-Weiss-Potts model coincide with the global minimum points of the function 
Gp,h(u)=b3(u, u)-log I? exp(L3u,+h6(i, 1)) , > UERY. r=l 
The two functions are related by convex duality. When h = 0, G,,, equals the function 
Gp defined in equation (2.4). The proof of Theorem B.l does not require the explicit 
determination of the extremal points of the two functions. 
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The specific Gibbs free energy for the model is the quantity +(/I, h) defined by 
the limit 
where Z,,(p, h) is the partition function defined by the formula (2.3). As noted in 
the Introduction of Ellis and Wang (1990), a straightforward large deviation analysis 
shows that 
-PrNP, h) = SUP q3.h (VI 
“G.zI 
03.1) 
where J4 is the set of probability vector in Rq (see (2.1)) and 
ap,h(y)=~P(v~ v)+hvl- i! vi 10g(vi4). 
i=l 
Formula (B.l) is known as the Gibbs variationalformula for the Curie-Weiss-Potts 
model. Convex duality (see, e.g., Appendix C of Eisele and Ellis, 1983) yields the 
alternate representation 
P+(P, h) = E$ Gdu)+log(q). 03.2) 
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the following interesting fact, which 
does not require the explicit determination of the extremal points. We are indebted 
to Michael Kiessling for pointing out the proof to us. It will be given at the end of 
the appendix. 
Theorem B.l. For each p > 0 and h real, the set of global maximum points of ‘Yp,h 
coincides with the set of global minimum points of Go,,,. 
Continuous analogues of the functionals LY~,~ and GO,h appear in Kiessling (1989) 
and in Messer and Spohn (1982). Both of these papers mention the analogue of 
Theorem B.l without proof. 
For each p > 0 and h = 0, the set Kp of global minimum points of Gp,O = Gp is 
given in formula (2.7), which is taken from Theorem 2.1 in Ellis and Wang (1990). 
The set KP consists of a unique point for 0 < p <PC, (q + 1) distinct points for 
p = /3,, and q distinct points for p > PC. In a paper written before Ellis and Wang 
(1990), Kesten and Schonmann (1990) showed that for each /3 > 0, /3 # PC, the set 
of global maximum points of ap,O q e uals KP. They did not treat the case /3 = PC. If 
we had known Theorem B.l at the time of writing Ellis and Wang (1990) (we did 
not), then the work of Kesten and Schonmann (1990) would have given us the set 
of global minimum points of Gp for /3 > 0, /3 # PC. However, a separate analysis is 
still necessary in order to determine the set of global minimum points of Gp for 
P=Pc. 
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Some information about the latter set may be derived from continuity consider- 
ations. Since the function p H -p$(p, 0) is finite and convex for p > 0, -p+(p, 0) 
is continuous for /3 > 0. Hence, by (B.2) the global minimum value min{ GB(U): u E 
[WY} is a continuous function of p > 0. It immediately follows that the set of global 
minimum points of G, for p = PC contains the q+ 1 distinct points v”, Y’(PJ, 
i=l,2,..., q (see (2.7)). However, what is not clear from this argument-and this 
is a crucial issue-is whether the set of global minimum points of Go for p = PC 
contains other points besides these q + 1. Settling this question necessitates the 
detailed analysis given in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Ellis and Wang (1990). 
For h # 0, the structure of the set of global maximum points of (Y~,{~ -alias the 
set of global minimum points of Gl(,h - has not been considered in the literature. 
Given knowledge of this set, the limit theorems in Ellis and Wang (1990) and in 
the present paper could be extended to the case h f 0. In preliminary work, we are 
able to prove that for h # 0 and all sufficiently small p > 0, G,, has a unique global 
minimum point. 
Proof of Theorem B.l. Fix /3 > 0 and h real. We first prove that a global maximum 
point of (Y~,~ is also a global minimum point of G,,,. Since for each i E {1,2, . . . , q} 
a~,,,( v)/~v,+oo as any coordinate V, of YE A tends to 0, any global maximum 
point C of LYE,,, must satisfy V, > 0 for each i E { 1,2, . . . , q}. For such a point C, we 
have the equations 
dap”(l)=pfii+hQ, I)-l-log - 
au, 
u, = A, iElLT...,ql, 
where A is a Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the constraint Cp=, vi = 1. 
Exponentiating both sides of the second equation in the display and using the fact 
that Cy=, Vi = 1 gives 
exp(h + 1) = 5 exp(pti, + h8(j, l)), 
,=I 
and thus 
exp(pfi, + h6(i, 1)) 
~i=C,“=,exp(p~j+hs(j,l))’ i=1’2”“‘q’ 
It follows that 
-p+(p, h) = cQh(fi) =$(C, v)+hv,- i 2, log Y<-log(q) 
i=l 
=$(C, C)-thC, - i vi log 
( 
exp(pC,+M(i, 1)) 
i=l Cp=, exp(pe, + hS(j, 1)) > -1og(q) 
We conclude from (B.2) that C is a global minimum point of Glli,h 
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Now let U E Iw4 be a global minimum point of GP,h. Then for i E { 1,2, . . . , q}, 
aGp,,(ti)/JUi =O or 
exp(@i; + hS( i, 1)) 
tii = C,“=, exp(Pt7, + h6(j, 1)) ’ 
which implies that Ui > 0 and Cy=, U, = 1; i.e., U E .4L Taking logarithms of both sides 
of the last display shows that 
log t exp(/3tij+hL3(j, 1)) =p($ ti)+hri- i: Ui log U,. 
j=* > I=, 
Hence 
PWA h) = Gp,/t(4 + log(q) 
=$(ii, Li)+hti,-log j$,, exp(pc;+hL?(j, 1)) flog(q) 
> 
= -Lyp,l,(u). 
We conclude from (B.l) that U is a global maximum point of CV~,~. This completes 
the proof of Theorem B.l. 0 
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